Comparative illustrations of vertebrate embryos by the leading nineteenth-century Darwinist Ernst Haeckel have been both highly contested and canonical. Though the target of repeated fraud charges since 1868, the pictures were widely reproduced in textbooks through the twentieth century. Concentrating on their first ten years, this essay uses the accusations to shed light on the novelty of Haeckel's visual argumentation and to explore how images come to count as proper representations or illegitimate schematics as they cross between the esoteric and exoteric circles of science. It exploits previously unused manuscripts to reconstruct the drawing, printing, and publishing of the illustrations that attracted the first and most influential attack, compares these procedures to standard practice, and highlights their originality. It then explains why, though Haeckel was soon accused, controversy ignited only seven years later, after he aligned a disciplinary struggle over embryology with a major confrontation between liberal nationalism and Catholicism-and why the contested pictures nevertheless survived.
German zoologist Ernst Haeckel (1834 Haeckel ( -1919 , the leading systematizer and propagandist of Darwinism, of having falsified figures to exaggerate the similarity of vertebrate embryos. Originally published in the first accessible Darwinist system as evidence for common descent, in current textbooks these illustrations still bolstered the view that at a certain stage of development all vertebrates look essentially the same. Creationists leapt on the story, and Haeckel joined the dishonor roll of campaigners against scientific fraud. Yet the charge was old hat; accusations of forgery had already been long and widely debated, most intensely in the 1870s and for a few years before World War I. 1 The latest phase of controversy, sparked by an encounter between taken-for-granted comparative embryological icons and a newly evolutionary developmental biology, is itself rich in interest but has shed more heat than light on the past. Several obstacles stand in the way of deeper engagement: histories of embryology have concentrated on ideas at the expense of picturing practice, while the mixed reputation of Haeckel's biology, the problematic status of his works between popular and academic science, and the difficulty of surveying his archive have discouraged serious study of the evidence. The main problem, however, is the dominant, individualistic understanding of fraud.
A social and historical approach is a precondition of fair judgment and makes it possible to use the charges against Haeckel to illuminate his pictures' novelty and power. Biologists have tended to tackle him as if he were a contemporary, and accuracy by current standards will remain an issue as long as reproductions are in use. But assessments of past fraud should compare suspect actions to the routine science of the day and take account of the negotiations through which malpractice has been defined. innovation similarly need to recover how producers and users have created pictures with specific meanings. From the mid-nineteenth century, ever-wider circles of readers confronted a host of new representations, many of them joint products of laboratory technologies and industrial communications. Some, such as X-ray photographs, were clearly sensational, but much of the novelty was more subtle. The forgery accusations against Haeckel largely target, not claims to discovery, but figures he was indicted for miscopying from standard academic works into "popular scientific lectures" to illustrate facts he considered long established. Yet though the charges deny him genuine originality, the pictures not only took embryology to fresh audiences; with their characteristic rows for developmental stages and columns for species, their arrangements were new too. They are exceptional, like so much else about Haeckel, but generally significant because they both became canonical and had norms defined against them. The controversies give rare access to innovation where it so often occurs, at the intersection of routine pedagogy, specific disciplinary agendas, and the demands of public appeal. 3 The debates over Haeckel's pictures of vertebrate embryos are about what it takes for images to count as proper representations rather than illegitimate schematics as they are trafficked between esoteric and exoteric circles of science. The first illustrations appeared in the Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte ("Natural History of Creation," 1868), "perhaps the chief source of the world's knowledge of Darwinism," the next in the specifically embryological Anthropogenie (1874), which managed six German editions by 1910 and was translated as The Evolution of Man. These books are always in danger of being dismissed as either too easy to be original or too difficult to have been widely read, but they were innovative and influential precisely because they took a stand in specialist debates while addressing (and providing journalists with the resources to reach) students and lay readers. 4 The illustrations were so controversial because they were seen as duping people unable to assess them independently. Hostile scientists accused Haeckel of creating false identities by having the eggs and embryos of three different species printed from single blocks. This sharp practice was swiftly corrected and eventually admitted. The critics also alleged that he had used as evidence pictures of objects he had invented and figures that he had tendentiously schematized from well-known originals. This last charge was and is more debatable, and the plates in question have had a long and active life. Opponents highlighted discrepancies; defenders appealed to the pedagogical value of schematics and the theory-ladenness of all effective drawings. Historians have located Haeckel as a Romantic and, more generally, as a late representative of a regime of representation oriented toward truth, in which manipulation was permitted in order to portray types. The leading accuser, the anatomist Wilhelm His, is then seen as working within a new regime of objectivity, committed to self-restraint and the unvarnished depiction of individuals.
5 In using new evidence to assess and extend these interpretations, this essay seeks to go beyond comparing isolated images and commenting on attacks and defenses. It pays close attention to the creation of physical forms and the temporality of viewing as the pictures circulated in different reading communities. 6 To understand the makers' decisions, I separate the processes of drawing, printing, and publishing the illustrations in the Schöpfungsgeschichte and use previously unexploited manuscripts to reconstruct each step. To show how these actions were significant, I place them in relation to routine visual communication in the German university courses where Haeckel learned and taught embryology. This will identify his own contribution to generating the forgery charges and bring out the hitherto unremarked originality of his vivid designs. I then explore how, over the decade from 1868, the figures became controversial in disciplinary struggle and public debate. Reinhard Gursch concluded that trouble came less from the pictures themselves than from the attempts of scientific, philosophical, and ideological opponents to destroy Haeckel's credibility; Jan Sapp suggested, more radically, that the verdict depended on biologists' overall assessment of his achievements. such arguments risk denying Haeckel agency-his provocative behavior certainly played a role-they rightly shift attention to his accusers. Indeed, we need to go further, to flesh out our skeletal accounts of Darwinism in Germany by taking more seriously the changing landscape of response. 8 I concentrate on the most influential readers, Haeckel's professorial peers and other reviewers in the scientific and literary press. In this way we can understand the little-noticed fact that for seven years the charges failed to take off-and why the situation changed with the reception of the Anthropogenie. This book pushed scientist enemies to attack more publicly and, by aligning embryology's most important disciplinary battle with the major state campaign against the Catholic Church, encouraged other opponents to exploit these criticisms-but Haeckel still did not have to remove most of the contested figures. The key question is not, "Was he a forger?" but, rather, how fraud was made the issue and how the pictures nevertheless survived to become some of the most widely seen embryological illustrations of all time.
DRAWING TYPES
The Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte was illustrated in its first edition with ten lithographed plates-a frontispiece showing heads of human races and apes, a double-page spread of embryos in the middle, and eight evolutionary trees at the back-and only fourteen, mostly embryological, wood engravings in 568 octavo pages. These figures began as drawings, some of which, with crucial early testimony from Haeckel, turn out to have survived in his archive. He learned to draw as a child but was trained to picture embryos in the courses where drawing was central to teaching their complex forms. To reconstruct how he drew for the Schöpfungsgeschichte, we need to review the state of embryological pedagogy as he went to work in 1868 and how, to serve the aims of the book, he would transform the available representations.
9
In the decades around 1800, embryology joined comparative anatomy as a pillar of morphology, the new science of organic form. When anatomy was at a loss to interpret 137-138; and, with complex adult structures, studying development could show how they arose from simple beginnings. Embryology went on primarily in the German institutes of anatomy and physiology until, from the late 1840s, physiologists oriented toward physics rejected morphology as failing to seek properly causal explanations and claimed separate chairs. Embryology remained in anatomy and gained the new institutes of zoology as its other main home. Anatomists introduced special courses in human embryology that by midcentury were becoming small but standard parts of the medical curriculum.
10
Embryology organized its objects by making developmental series. Specimens, often difficult to obtain at desired stages, were collected and framed as embryos; some had previously been interpreted in very different terms-for example, as children to come or as waste material. The tiny and initially unprepossessing objects were transformed through sequences of anatomical, microscopical, and artistic operations into clear images, of which the most expensive conveyed some of the soft, translucent delicacy of the living material. These procedures isolated embryos from other contexts, including connections to pregnant women. The resulting pictures and models were arranged in developmental order, normal representatives selected, and the series prepared for publication or display. This was far from trivial even for the chick, the workhorse of embryological research; for the early human embryos that anatomists mostly obtained from abortions (the youngest then known were estimated at about two weeks old) it was extremely hard. Working out the relations between the series for different species was even harder. Did human embryos recapitulate the forms of all the major groups of adult animals, as many Romantics argued, or was the animal kingdom, as the influential Karl Ernst von Baer would have it, instead divided into four separate types, within which development did not run in parallel but diverged? It was, however, agreed that all vertebrates develop within a common ideal type.
11
By midcentury lecturers generally were using more and more visual aids, but embryology was considered to depend on illustration to an unusual degree because its objects were tiny and complex, as well as unfamiliar. Together with wax models, drawings and drawing were supposed to teach students to see. 12 Most of Haeckel's contemporaries still disliked embryology lectures, but as a student in Würzburg in the 1850s he attended twice. We have his simple sketches from the blackboard and the more elaborate versions from which by 1868 he had taught for several years (Figure 1, A-B) , but not the wall charts occasionally showed the relations of animal development, but the best-known comparative images were cross-sections of the vertebrate type. The few plates that present whole embryos of more than one species tend to depict the different animals in different views and at different sizes and so do not make comparison easy. The most famous comparative studies dealt with particular organ systems rather than whole embryos, and surveys such as Kölliker's used chick and domestic mammalian embryos to produce a coherent account that could stand for human development, the chief medical concern. Nor were embryological illustrations very vivid. Though important as the analogy that underwrote much transformism, embryology belonged in medical institutions, sex-advice books, and popular anatomy museums. It was not taught at school and not really polite, and it is not generally as prominent in the German popular-science writing that took off following 1848 as it is in the familiar letters of the materialist zoologist and embryologist Carl Vogt. Even Thomas Henry Huxley's evolutionary essays of 1863, with the "inspired visual propaganda" of their frontispiece showing ape and human skeletons marching in step, offered little advance; human and dog series appeared on different pages (Figure 3, C-D) . Specialists could always draw their own comparisons, but Haeckel, seeking to make comparative embryology central to a Darwinist worldview, had to engage people who could not. 14 Haeckel aimed to reform morphology and place it at the heart of German culture. Promoted on the strength of an impressive study of the radiolaria to a new professorship of zoology at the University of Jena, he joined the comparative anatomist Carl Gegenbaur in a project to defend morphology against the physicalist physiology of Carl Ludwig, Hermann Helmholtz, Emil du Bois-Reymond, and Ernst Brücke. The Jena partnership used Darwin's theory to turn ideal archetypes into physical ancestors without fundamentally changing the goals and structure of the science. Haeckel's 1866 Generelle Morphologie raised Lamarck and Goethe into the pantheon along with Darwin. Haeckel was as determined as the Prussian chancellor Otto von Bismarck, in the wars then unifying Germany, to capture as much ground as possible by daring and rapid attack. So this first Darwinist system pushed way beyond the facts to detailed evolutionary trees, including for human beings. In the absence of fossils, Haeckel relied on embryos as evidence of ancestors. An evolutionized doctrine of recapitulation taught that individual development, which he here called "ontogeny," rapidly and concisely repeats "phylogeny," the evolutionary development of the species. Reacting against post-Romantic empiricism and the fragmentation of the sciences, he wrote in the tradition inspired by Alexander von Humboldt's Kosmos. Haeckel's unusually combative, polarizing denunciation of tradition, superstition, and prejudice created a revolutionary impression, while drawing on attitudes common in the educated Protestant middle class. A liberal "monism" tamed Vogt's materialism. Evolution was the organizing principle of a cosmic synthesis that would unify science, religion, and art on a biological foundation. The Generelle Morphologie could hardly launch such an ambitious program. Though Haeckel rejected accusations of speculation, he acknowledged the formal weaknesses of two long, digressive volumes that mixed polemic with dozens of new technical terms ("ecology" also caught on). They sold poorly, and the distinguished liberal publisher, Georg Reimer of Berlin, resisted a plea for a "strictly scholarly and objective" second edition even though his son Ernst was Haeckel's brother-in-law. Instead, Haeckel turned his successful lectures to students and townspeople in Jena into the Natürliche Schöpfungsge-schichte, a comprehensive gospel of evolution that, eclipsing other Darwinist volumes, would more than compensate the Reimers for their earlier loss. 16 Haeckel brought an unusual level of academic authority into the established genre of natural histories of creation. He called his "lectures" "popular" (gemeinverständlich) and "scientific" (wissenschaftlich), a combination pioneered in a series cofounded in 1866 by his teacher, the leftliberal pathologist Rudolf Virchow, in part to encourage specialists to compete with professional popularizers. Haeckel championed a theory that many of his colleagues had yet to recognize, let alone bless for general consumption, but that he granted educated laypeople the right and ability to grasp, though not to challenge. 17 Haeckel worked up the text from a student transcript and drew the figures in spring 1868. Three pairs of drawings in the Ernst-Haeckel-Haus in Jena, reproduced for the first time in Figure 4 , show dog and human embryos from the fourth week and then, all at roughly the same later stage, dog, human, turtle, and chick embryos. These are surely the drawings for the embryo plate in the first edition. The forms are, in all contested respects, the same as those in the lithograph, and the original numbers are on the back. 18 Since Haeckel never credited or blamed an artist for this work, the labels are in his hand, and he did sign similar plates in the Anthropogenie, we may assume that he drew them himself. Aiming for an effect similar to Bischoff's and Erdl's ( Figure 2 , A and C-D), he surrounded the first of each pair with a dark wash to show how all should be printed in white on black; the second drawings give the lettering.
Haeckel did not cite sources, which, though not unusual when addressing a general audience, left his opponents a free hand to make assumptions that he never publicly contradicted head-on. Above all, they would accuse him of tendentiously copying the fourweek dog and human embryos from Bischoff and Ecker, respectively ( Figure 2 , B and E), expanding the dog's head while reducing that of the human embryo, moving its eye forward and enlarging the tail. 19 The dog embryo must have come, directly or indirectly, from Bischoff; but, in place of the human embryo chosen by the first accusers, it has recently been proposed that Haeckel could have copied another of Ecker's illustrations rather faithfully (Figure 2, F) . Though plausible, this assumes (with Haeckel's critics and at least some friends) that each figure should have a single original. Yet the earliest and most detailed account of his procedure reveals that he did not draw in this way. Writing a few months after publication to a sympathetic colleague who had asked what figures he had copied, Haeckel explained that the forms of the human and dog embryos "are completely exact, partly copied from nature, partly assembled from all illustrations of these early stages that have hitherto become known." He synthesized his views of specimens in Jena and published pictures in order to represent types. 20 From the eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century all naturalists drew types, but in various ways. In the late eighteenth century two mainstream traditions had been fairly distinct: "idealizing" anatomists insisted that experience work on particulars to produce perfection, while others employed "naturalistic" illustrators to paint every vein and hair in an effort to make individual specimens characteristic. Haeckel's synthesis recalls Goethe's much more ambitious intuition of the "original plant" from accumulated observations, and Haeckel, who with a bit more talent might have become an artist, was as strongly committed to aesthetic judgment in science. 21 In ways that historians have yet to map, by Haeckel's day the range of styles was much greater, and abstractions from individual peculiarities could be vivid too ( (Figure 4, A) . This simplification mattered, because it eliminated structures that distinguish higher from lower vertebrates. While the greater crudity of Huxley's copied illustrations fits their increased schematization, Haeckel's embryos are more dramatic and more schematic. He may have scaled wall charts down or planned to blow the drawings up. 22 Haeckel reckoned privately in 1868 that his drawings were both exact and synthetic, but, accused of passing off "crude schemata" as evidence, reverted in public defenses to his frequent criticism of excessive exactitude. Not intended to be exact, the drawings were indeed "schematic," like von Baer's and the great majority of pedagogical figures. 23 Now, expository illustrations could all count as "schemata"; suppressing detail to focus on essentials helped figures based on individuals stand for all embryos of a particular species and stage. The difficulty is that in atlases and textbooks "schematic" referred more specifically to the small subset of highly simplified line drawings that clarified relationships or speculated about structures not yet observed. Trying to keep these off his plates, Ecker had most of them printed as wood engravings on the separate pages of legends, while Kölliker used only a few, all labeled as such (Figure 3, B) . Haeckel's drawings look nothing like this, but he appears to have enjoyed the freedom of the specific sense of "schematic," only to exploit the wide meaning in his defense. 24 Haeckel's other main justification took the charge of drawing to suit his theories and found it naive. Every schematic necessarily distorted the real form to give a scientist's view of its essence. 25 Yet the casual assumption that Haeckel's pictures of vertebrate embryos must primarily express the doctrine of recapitulation is misleading. They more obviously show the von Baerian view that vertebrate embryos begin similarly and then diverge because nature first lays out the general plan of the type. Von Baer had reported not being able to tell two unlabeled specimens apart and insisted that reptiles, birds, and mammals were indistinguishable even at an early limb-bud stage. Haeckel argued in the 22 same early letter in which he discussed his sources that humans and dogs must start the same, leaving room for debate only over when they diverged. Von Baer had also written of the obstacles that individual variation put in the way of understanding development within species. Haeckel appealed to the widespread suspicion that many of the early human embryos in the literature were abnormal and poorly described; even the drawings in Ecker's atlas differed more among themselves than from dog embryos of the same age, he claimed. 26 Crucially, Haeckel drew types, not of a generalized vertebrate, but of four species that he lined up. He "reduced both [dog and human] embryos . . . to the same size, brought them into the same position, and executed them in the same manner."
27 Photographically assembling some of Haeckel's models (Figures 2 and 3 ) makes clear how much further he went. Drawing at the same size entailed magnifying different embryos by different amounts, drawing in the same position could involve deducing how an embryo looked from the other side, and drawing in the same manner meant imposing a style. Such aggressive redrawing vividly presented a conclusion but also began to set up a framework within which differences and similarities were open to scrutiny as never before.
So Haeckel relied on embryology but knew that it put many students off. Lacking comparative illustrations, he sought to make vivid the embryological evidence for common descent. His drawings certainly pushed the limits of accepted practice, even among professors addressing lay audiences, but miscopying is harder to prove than is usually assumed and I have found no reason to suspect deception. The comparative framework is more significant. It began with his heavily reworked pairs and would become even bolder on the printed page.
PRINTING VISUAL FACTS
Letters between Haeckel and the Reimers as they worked to illustrate the book give access to concerns that overlap little with those of Haeckel's accusers. The correspondence also helps reconstruct the procedures by which the original drawings were turned into the wood engravings and lithographs and brought together with the text. While new printing technologies could go hand in hand with novel modes of scientific representation, the Schöp-fungsgeschichte was, or should have been, technically undemanding. Driven by Haeckel's interest in communicating ontogeny and phylogeny to a wide audience, the power of the illustrations was in the design. 28 In March 1868 Haeckel sent Georg Reimer twelve drawings, six for the comparative embryological plate (Figure 4 ) and six (which, as far as I know, have not survived) for the 26 Haeckel to Siebold, 4 Jan. 1869 (cit. n. 20); and Karl Ernst von Baer, Ü ber Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere: Beobachtung und Reflexion, 2 parts, Pt. 1 (Königsberg: Gebrüder Bornträger, 1828; facsimile ed., Brussels: Culture et Civilisation, 1967), pp. 4-6 (individual variation), 221 (unlabeled embryos). 27 Haeckel to Siebold, 4 Jan. 1869. 28 The Reimers disliked Haeckel's "strong hint of godlessness" and worried as they read the proofs that it would prejudice enlightened Christians against him (Ernst Reimer to Haeckel, 5 June 1868, EHH), but they did not raise the accusations against his figures in the letters. They probably believed that as laymen and publishers it was best to keep out of scientific disputes (see E. Reimer to Haeckel, 19 July 1878, EHH, on the HaeckelVirchow controversy), and they might have chosen to raise delicate issues face to face. fourteen wood engravings in the text. Of these, only the last, a radiolarian of Haeckel's own, is unique; a moner and an amoeba appear twice each, a mammalian egg four times, its cleavage twice, and a vertebrate embryo three times. Repetition was common in textbooks and popular works to save page-turning and make blocks go further. But it was not usual for one block to represent the "egg of a mammal" as well as those of human, ape, and dog and for another to stand for the embryos of dog, chick, and turtle ( Figure 5 ). Presumably galvanoplastic stereotypes (clichés) were used to reproduce pictures three times in a single printing on one page. This was reckless, but since incontestable malpractice was easily discoverable by close inspection of incidental details it is unlikely that Haeckel intended to deceive. He corrected the figures in the next (1870) edition and in 1891 excused this "extremely rash foolishness" as committed in undue haste but "bona fide." 29 Haeckel may have been in a hurry, but he and the Reimers took some trouble to have the wood engravings cut well. Wanting "softness and delicacy," he asked for Johann Gottfried Flegel of Leipzig, Kölliker's wood engraver, and was delighted with the "very good" proofs. The only problem came from entrusting the "not difficult" printing job to the Jena printer Johannes Friedrich Frommann. Though he played a leading role in organizing the book trade, Frommann's contempt for innovation inflicted a steady decline on his own business, and he had not printed any wood engravings for twenty or thirty years. After he smeared the first figures, making them "unrecognizable," the Reimers had Haeckel intervene, and with finer ink the rest came out much better. Haeckel had planned to have the plate reproduced by wood engraving too, but Frommann and the local lithographer, Eduard Giltsch, persuaded him not only that this would "never achieve the softness of the forms" but also that, since these figures were to be printed larger-and presumably also because the run was only 1,000-lithography would be "better and cheaper." Reimer agreed.
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Thus began the series of printings that created the most powerful and problematic of comparative embryological illustrations. Giltsch or his son Adolf probably brought the pairs of drawings (Figure 4) together on a double plate in the arrangement Haeckel had sketched ( Figure 6 ). The background is blacker, and the lines are inevitably harder, but the rendition is faithful (Figure 7) . 31 The drawings and this rarely reproduced lithograph show that the definitive design was created in several steps. In the next edition a fourth pair was added and rows were made to represent stages in the development of a vertebrate series (Figure 8) . Not until the Anthropogenie did Haeckel eliminate the horizontal division across the pages and give species labels that unify the columns (see Figure 12 , below). He also expanded what was now a double-developmental array to three stages for eight-and by the fifth edition, twenty-species. Though related, if perhaps not strictly equivalent, images were available, for example, in physiognomy, Haeckel did not have some obvious model for rows and columns ready to import; he and his collaborators built up a new design from pairs as they went along. The embryonic grid then created a space of representation that made Haeckel's assumptions potent: most basically, that common stages could be set up between species. Near-identity in the first row may have seemed aesthetically desirable to heighten the effect of divergence, and he was encouraged to fill cells 29 Haeckel, "Apologetisches Schlusswort" (cit. n. 25), pp. for which no reliable material was to hand with deductions he regarded as heuristic. But all this lay in the future; in 1868 he anticipated "great interest" from putting just six figures together. had turned down Haeckel's request for a special color cover to "excite attention" by depicting "the fundamental idea of the whole evolutionary tree" as too hard for the Jena lithographers and out of fashion for serious literature. Instead, he grabbed readers with an inflammatory frontispiece that paired heads of human races and manlike apes (Figure 9 ). The embryological plates at which, thanks to the thicker paper, the book tends to fall open also express the key claim about human origins. Giving a polemical edge to von Baer's lament that his listeners would all know that cackling geese had saved Rome but only the medics would have examined a goose egg inside, Haeckel lambasted the humanistic bias of the schools. "Our so-called 'educated' circles" and even many zoologists, he scolded, either knew nothing of "these invaluable facts of human ontogeny" or failed to recognize that they "would alone be sufficient to solve the question of man's position in nature and thus the highest of all problems." "Contemplate attentively and compare the six figures which are reproduced on the following plates" (Figure 7 ), Haeckel urged, "and you will recognize that one cannot rate the philosophical importance of embryology highly enough." "What," he thundered, were hereditary nobles to "think of the thoroughbred blood that circulates in their privileged veins, when they learn that all human embryos, those of nobles as well as commoners, during the first two months of development, are scarcely distinguishable from the tailed embryos of the dog and other mammals?" 33 Haeckel used the pictures here mainly to present von Baerian laws of differentiation and progress from crucially similar beginnings. Huxley had qualified a similarly venerable claim-"ordinary inspection would hardly distinguish" early vertebrate embryos that were alike "in all essentials"-but Haeckel insisted-of the figures derived from a single block-that "if you compare the young embryos of the dog, the chick, and the turtle in 33 Haeckel, Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte (cit. n. 17), pp. 239-240; and von Baer, Ü ber Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere (cit. n. 26), Pt. 2 (Königsberg: Gebrüder Bornträger, 1837; facsimile ed., Brussels: Culture et Civilisation, 1967), p. 8. For the proposed cover see Haeckel to E. Reimer, 22 June 1868, SBB; and E. Reimer to Haeckel, 23 June 1868, EHH. On the frontispiece see Di Gregorio, From Here to Eternity (cit. n. 4), pp. 249-252, which applies Gegenbaur's criticism of an illustration in the Anthropogenie to this plate. Writing from a holiday in the Tyrol, Haeckel was unhappy that the lithographer Müller's proof strayed too far from his original. He asked his wife Agnes, an anatomist's daughter, to have figure 1, in particular, corrected and the eyes made "more expressive throughout." She and Müller judged the plate "in general quite successful," but she agreed that the eyes were "too expressionless" and checked a revision. See E. Haeckel figs. 9, 10, and 11 [here Figure 5 ], you will not be able to perceive a difference." The first differences were in molecular composition alone. The later stages on the plates (Figure 7 ) displayed differentiation and progress, but these did not always go together, as rudimentary organs showed. Tailed embryos were an "irrefutable witness for the undeniable fact" of human descent from tailed ancestors. Haeckel went on to draw out both a standard transformist analogy-ontogeny was more remarkable than phylogeny, yet occurred every day-and the recapitulationist claim that the connection was causal. This licensed his use of embryological evidence in the construction of systematic tables and the evolutionary trees at the back of the book. He presented these as an "approximate hypothesis" of organisms' genealogical relations that contained most of his original research. By contrast, deploying the word "fact" eleven times in the four pages of text around the embryo plate, he treated the embryological illustrations as providing readers with established knowledge ripe for evolutionary reinterpretation. The Schöpfungsgeschichte traded on Haeckel's boldness in applying evolution to human beings and had text and illustrations to match. More than with the embryos' specific forms, he courted controversy with the unprecedentedly comparative frame and exaggerated claims. Pictures that, except for the repeated blocks, might have been unproblematic as schematics appeared with exhortations to treat them as evidence.
"DRAWN . . . RATHER FREELY"?
How would Haeckel's embryological illustrations fare among his peers, the professors of anatomy and of zoology who also taught embryology in the universities? It is true that "expert contemporaries recognized what he had done, and said so in print," but competent readers did not immediately and unanimously see any problem. Something approaching forgery first became an issue in late 1868, when a few faced a conflict between what they saw and what they knew and one went public. The opposed responses of other embryology teachers tell clearly how past experience and present agendas determined professors' initial positions. 35 From the University of Munich, where Haeckel had enjoyed an unexpectedly friendly personal reception earlier in the year and his book had sold out, a rich account contrasts the reactions of the anatomist Theodor Bischoff and the zoologist Carl von Siebold. Coeditor of his discipline's leading journal, Siebold had made a name by championing his observation of parthenogenesis in bees against the newly dominant theory that demanded the action of semen. He complained about Haeckel's dogmatism and repeatedly advised his young friend to learn from criticism, but he also acknowledged a kindred spirit in challenging dogma. Writing in late December 1868 to thank Haeckel for the book, Siebold proved his commitment to evolution by reporting how he "had to take up the cudgels for you against Bischoff," who "mentioned your [embryo plates, here Figure 7 ], which for me allow one to recognize so clearly the kinship of all vertebrates, including man. Bischoff said you had drawn the human embryos rather freely, so that they came closer to the dog embryos. I do not believe this. Can you possibly tell me which figures you copied? I would be glad if I could show my colleague these original illustrations." Siebold had grown up with embryology: the son and brother of obstetricians, he had taught midwifery and lectured on human generation. He most likely went into the conversation defending the plates but left it with the sense that he no longer mastered the literature, perhaps even with doubts of his own. Haeckel, who still hoped to succeed to Siebold's chair, devoted a whole page of his grateful response to the account from which I quoted earlier. Siebold behaved as though fully satisfied. Silent on the pictures, his next letter reported his successful proposal of Haeckel for membership in the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, an important source of funds. The two men soon moved to the familiar "Du." 36 Bischoff, most widely known today for his hostility to women's medical education, also 35 Gould, "Abscheulich!" (cit. n. 1), p. 46 opposed Darwinism; in these very years he worked to widen the gap between the brains of humans and apes. As the leading pioneer of mammalian embryology, he was Haeckel's most authoritative possible critic. On the one hand, his surveys from around 1840 stressed how "extraordinarily similar" were the early embryos of man and other vertebrates. On the other, a decade later, startled by the extreme differences between early hamster development and that of rabbit and dog, he had inveighed against hasty generalization. Yet as far as we know he found fault only with Haeckel's pictures of human embryos, letting pass the dog that Haeckel would be accused of miscopying from him. Nor did Siebold report any criticism of the woodcuts; did their elderly eyes not notice anything unusual, or was it too embarrassing to mention ( Figure 5) ? 37 Siebold and Bischoff introduce a pattern: the more hostile a reader was to Haeckel's Darwinism, and the more expert in vertebrate embryology, the more offensive he was apt to find the drawings. The other greatest authority was Louis Agassiz, the Swiss creationist at Harvard whose illustrations of turtle embryos Haeckel would be assumed to have copied. Agassiz's marginalia exploded at the comparative plate (Figure 7 , A-B)-"Where copied from? Contrived similarity combined with inaccuracy"-and the younger embryos ( Figure  5 ). Under Haeckel's claim that he would detect no difference, he wrote: "Naturally, since these figures were not drawn from nature, but rather one is copied from the other! Atrocious."
38 By contrast, Siebold, who was less knowledgeable but still generally competent in the field, broadly supported Haeckel and saw no reason to make a big issue of the pictures. Haeckel's contemporary, the Kiel physiologist Victor Hensen, who in a later row would throw the accusations of fraud at him, drew attention to "a series of instructive illustrations to demonstrate the similarity of young embryos of various vertebrates." Darwin simply noted, with reference to Haeckel's plate, "I must It is well known that the first forgery charges were leveled, also in late 1868, by Ludwig Rütimeyer in the Archiv für Anthropologie. But why? Professor of zoology and comparative anatomy at the University of Basel, Rütimeyer was a founding member of the German Anthropological Society, which owned the Archiv and would become a bastion of empiricist resistance to Darwinist speculation. He not unusually rejected natural selection as too 37 mechanistic, and his antimaterialist view of the history of nature as a progressive striving for consciousness left the natural sciences only a modest place in the order of knowledge. But Rütimeyer accepted human evolution and in the early 1860s had been one of the first to place fossil mammals in evolutionary lineages. Darwin commented in 1865, "I think Rütimeyer, for whom I have the greatest respect, is also with us." Haeckel asked the Reimers to send Rütimeyer the Schöpfungsgeschichte "on behalf of the author." 40 Reviewing the book together with a lecture by Haeckel in Virchow's series, Rütimeyer concentrated on the difficulty of classifying the works. "The author has called them popular and scholarly," evidently a puzzling combination; "no one will dispute the correctness of the first predicate, but he will himself hardly lay serious claim to the second." The most generous assessment might be to call them "schemata, how the author imagines our present knowledge arranged in the future; they thus form a kind of . . . fantasy literature." Rüti-meyer was horrified that such public discussion of man's place in nature would allow the uneducated to ferment atheism and materialism from the unripe fruits of zoological research, but he reassured a Basel audience: "The work itself is much too difficult and requires much too much the concerted exercise of all the powers of our mind for it to be able to proceed anywhere else than in the quiet room, closed against the incompetent, of one who sees clearly and thinks deeply."
41 He would certainly have preferred Haeckel's pictures to be held under lock and key.
Rütimeyer wondered if the figures were "intended to secure the book, alongside the audience which reads the text and then if necessary makes its own such illustrations, a second whom one wanted . . . to spare the reading." "They neither create the impression of being intended to last, nor are they altogether new." He deplored the publication of the frontispiece, a kind of drawing "well enough known in convivial circles of friends," and of the evolutionary trees, hypothetical "sketches" such as had long existed "for private orientation . . . in desk drawers" and should have remained there. Against the embryological drawings, which were "really new in a certain sense," the distinct charge was that Haeckel had taken two kinds of liberty with established truth. No more than Siebold did Rütimeyer insist on illustrations directly after specimens, but given that "drawings in no other field . . . demand greater scrupulosity and conscientiousness," it could have been expected that Haeckel "not arbitrarily model or generalize his originals for speculative purposes"-as comparison of the lithographs with works by Bischoff, Ecker, and Agassiz proved. Worse, "one and the same, moreover incorrectly interpreted woodcut, is presented to the reader three times in a row and with three different captions as [the] embryo of the dog, the chick, [and] the turtle." This sort of thing could be disregarded in "sixth-and seventh-hand compilations," but not in a microscopist's "'scientific' history of creation," especially when he "does not describe these drawings as crude schemata" but states that "'you will not be able to perceive a difference.'" Rütimeyer did not write of "forgery," let alone "fraud," but of "playing fast and loose with the public and with science." His sentences, as difficult to negotiate as an Alpine torrent, might have been designed to restrict his comments to the attention of the competent few. But to them he protested clearly enough that Haeckel had failed to live up to the "obligation" to the "truth" that should live "inside every serious researcher." Rütimeyer also denied the pictures any honest originality. 42 Rütimeyer had his own backbone, but he surely took advice from the close colleague who had spent the previous two-and-a-half years applying new microscopical, drawing, and modeling techniques to chick embryos and whose embryology course Rütimeyer attended that very winter. No one had a stronger disciplinary interest in opposing Haeckel's embryology than Basel's professor of anatomy and physiology, Wilhelm His. About the same age as Haeckel, he had shared important teachers in Würzburg and Berlin but was now allied with his most dangerous scientific enemies. His had just developed an approach that combined morphologists' high estimation of embryology with physicalist physiologists' withering views of the morphological "explanations" on which Darwinism seemed to offer no great advance. Instead, he treated the embryo as a problem in analytical mechanics and derived its form from the pressures and pulls set up by differential growth. So though favorably disposed to the descent hypothesis, he did not see embryology as the most compelling evidence and sought "to safeguard the claims of the individual history of development from the overflowing power of Darwinian views." In an address to the University of Basel in late 1869 His also insisted, in a significant modification of von Baer's views, that "complete identity of forms is not found even at very early stages of development or for closely related embryos. The more practiced an observer is, the earlier he will know to assign a doubtful object to its appropriate place." Just as His deferred to his senior colleague as the authority on Darwinism, it would be surprising had Rütimeyer not sought reassurance from the expert who in 1875 would come out as Haeckel's chief embryological accuser.
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Beyond their disciplinary concerns-His was on the board of the Archiv für Anthropologie too-he and Rütimeyer shared a local audience that helps explain their attacks. Haeckel saw Rütimeyer as truckling to religion for money. "Since his excellent works have earned him the reputation of being almost a Darwinist," he slandered "other Darwinists" so that his "very clerically pious" Basel countrymen would still pay his salary. 44 That is too crude, for Basel scholars valued authenticity above all else. But the Swiss city-republic was ruled by an oligarchy of pietists and millionaires that in the mid-nineteenth century created conditions for critical intellectual engagement with the modernizing world. For the humanities, Lionel Gossman has characterized Basel as a haven for "unseasonable ideas," "a sanctuary for intellectual practices that ran counter to the reigning orthodoxies of German scholarship." Rütimeyer and His do not entirely fit this picture but did impress their Basel audience, which also had little interest in science popularization, with their courage in resisting a rising orthodoxy perceived as artificial, populist, and gratuitously offensive to religion. 45 These early responses show that, like Haeckel's system as a whole, his embryological illustrations divided his peers from the start. They also indicate a pattern. The critics, who largely agreed as to what was wrong, were all expert in vertebrate embryology-Rütimeyer had easy access to such expertise-and hostile, for disciplinary, political, and religious reasons, to Haeckel's brand of Darwinismus. I cannot separate competence and stance on evolution, because I know of no similarly established vertebrate embryologist who embraced his views. By contrast, those who either welcomed the pictures or did not take opportunities to criticize them tended to be only generally competent and favorably disposed toward Haeckel.
"WELL WORTH STUDYING"
Accounts of Haeckel's pictures tend to cut so rapidly to the confrontation of 1874-1875 that one of the most remarkable features of the whole episode is lost with the intervening years: by 1874 the Schöpfungsgeschichte had become the highly contested Darwinist gospel of nature and Haeckel a lightning rod for controversy, but none of his embryological illustrations was yet a major issue. Here I explain the initial failure of Rütimeyer's charges by moving step by step from anatomists' and zoologists' early divisions through the debate that took shape in reviewers' reactions and Haeckel's responses.
With a higher print run (1,500 copies), the Reimers solicited more reviews, and the second (1870) edition was noticed more than the first. Beginning to stand out from the flood of Darwin literature, the Schöpfungsgeschichte gained a prominent place in the new German Empire's "culture of progress," the optimistic, nationalist, anticlerical cultivation of science, especially in the booming newspaper and magazine industry, that stretched politically from left liberals to moderate conservatives. New editions appeared in quick succession in 1872 (1,500), 1873 (2,500), and 1874 (2,500), and the "unusual book-trade success" of a fairly heavy tome was cited as the "most eloquent" testimony to increasing public interest in science. 46 Haeckel revised and expanded the text for the second edition and would keep on adding illustrations and using new prefaces to respond to criticisms, provoke attacks, and keep the book in the news. Though he signed the preface in early May 1870, late enough to have answered Rütimeyer and likely also His, he took on the more general charges of hyper-Darwinism and irreligion instead. The old plates had to be redone, probably simply because the stones had not been kept. Haeckel removed the racial heads from the frontispiece-he had never been happy with the lithographer's work-and another artist revised and doubled the gallery for an engraving inside the book. But the low-circulation objections of the Basel professors did not stop Haeckel from having (probably) the Giltsches use the same originals for the embryo plates. These were even expanded to include the earlier stages of turtle and chick and given the definitive arrangement (see Figure 8 and the discussion above). The lone concession responded silently to Rütimeyer's only incontestable charge. Haeckel now labeled a single figure "the human egg" but noted that it "could just as well stem from . . . any other mammal"; the same block was used earlier in the book for the "egg of a mammal." Similarly, though he still claimed that early embryos of reptiles, birds, and mammals were indistinguishable, he now labeled just one woodcut "embryo of a mammal or bird." 47 The Schöpfungsgeschichte began to make the similarity of early vertebrate embryos common knowledge. In Das Ausland, the magazine of ethnography, geography, and natural science that under Friedrich von Hellwald became a chief organ of Darwinism in Germany, a long review noted the "powerful support" that the theory of descent received from the fact that human and dog embryos were so "shockingly similar." The embryological plates earned praise, even from critics abroad. In Nature Michael Foster, who lectured on chick embryology at Cambridge and inspired Britain's first important embryological school, regretted that "the heads of men and monkeys, . . . at once absurdly horrible and theatrically grotesque, without any redeeming feature either artistic or scientific [,] . . . have been increased from twelve to twenty-four, but their quality remains the same." Yet he lauded some "really beautiful and very instructive plates" of the development of various animals and "a large comparative view, well worth studying, of the embryos of the four vertebrate classes at two different epochs of their development" (Figure 8 ).
This approval chimed with the vindication Haeckel received in 1871 from the most important Darwinian event in years. The Descent of Man acknowledged the Schöpfungs-geschichte in the most flattering terms: "If this work had appeared before my essay had been written," Darwin wrote, "I should probably never have completed it." Haeckel celebrated his "greatest scientific triumph," while others saw him as leading Darwin astray. Having brushed up on embryology and borrowed Bischoff's and Ecker's books from Huxley, Darwin used a full-page embryo pair as his first figure (Figure 10 ). "As some of my readers may never have seen a drawing of an embryo, I have given one of man and another of a dog, at about the same early stage of development." Noting that Haeckel had given "analogous drawings," Darwin stressed how "carefully" his own had been "copied from two works of undoubted accuracy" and recorded magnifications and the omission of "internal viscera" and "uterine appendages." He may have been distancing himself from Haeckel's practice, but the more important effect was to confirm great similarity. "What," Haeckel asked, "will Mr Rütimeyer [have to say], the left half of whose brain is Darwinist, and the right one (along with the entire choroid plexus) orthodox-clerical?"
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The following year the Schöpfungsgeschichte went into a third, lightly revised edition. Capitulating to the continued attacks, Haeckel removed the "ape plate," even though it had been the selling point highbrow scientists feared, but kept the embryos, which had won new praise. With the book selling well, Wilhelm F. A. Grohmann of Berlin redid the plates as copper engravings. These were sharper and finer than the lithographs, though of lower contrast; the shapes remained the same, and with repeated steel facing the plates lasted until the eighth (1889) edition. Emboldened by Darwin, Haeckel now took on his Basel critics, mocking Rütimeyer and travestying his attack as denying "the formal identity of the eggs and the young embryos of humans and the most closely related mammals," when the point had been to denounce the means by which Haeckel had achieved it. He quoted Huxley, and then-perhaps reminded by the Ausland reviewer-wheeled out von Baer's story of the unlabeled embryos. Wilhelm His served to illustrate the "astonishing misunderstanding" of a specialist who had "pursued ontogenetic investigations with great diligence (if also unfortunately without morphological judgment)." He had set up a "supposedly 'mechanical' theory . . . which every zoologist of clear judgment and knowledge of the facts of comparative anatomy and ontogeny can regard only with a smile." Morphologists were indeed lukewarm toward His's views, but he had more powerful backers: the physiologist Ludwig had just had him called to a chair at Jena's larger rival, the University of Leipzig. Haeckel was also confirmed in his stance when Darwin wrote that he was "particularly glad to hear . . . your criticisms." He had been "grieved" to read Rütimeyer's review: "I am sorry that he is so retrograde, as I feel much respect for him." A reply to Haeckel was beneath Rütimeyer's dignity, and for the moment His kept his own counsel too. The frontispiece to the fifth (1874) edition again showed a head, only now a single engraving depicting Haeckel himself (Figure 11 ). His own idea, the portrait responded to strangers' requests and to a "terrifying counterfeit [Konterfey] " that had appeared in Die Gartenlaube, the successful family magazine. Understanding the embryo plates as representing types, Haeckel shrugged off specialist objections that the figures differed from any specific originals. But scientific authorship was individual, and a portrait expected to cap- ture in a likeness the character known to his family and now central to German Darwinism. A biography in the mass-circulation Illustrirte Zeitung began: "Haeckel's name gains more in popularity every day. Even the less educated person knows . . . at least . . . that he occupies a chair in Jena and has written a book that bears the title Natürliche Schöpfung-sgeschichte." The biographer, the newspaper editor Otto Zacharias, had to acknowledge Haeckel's "legion of adversaries." In the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany's national newspaper and an influential forum for Darwinist debate, Haeckel was described as "a dogmatist of the worst sort," a latter-day Naturphilosoph who would take whatever stone fitted his edifice without checking it too carefully first. The critic was the "Old" Catholic theologian Johannes Huber, one of those who had broken with Rome over papal infallibility and, like many scientists, would not accept an equivalent doctrine in science. The Berlin anthropologist Adolf Bastian, whom Haeckel had singled out for his favorite insult-that people opposed evolution because they had not evolved far enough themselves-accused "the fanatical crusade-preacher of a new faith" of throwing immature products out into the rough and tumble of the marketplace, where, "misinterpreted and misunderstood," they "will degenerate into malformations." The public had a right to protection from such "forgeries [Fälschungen]" as "on the plate of racial heads." But Zacharias still insisted: "Haeckel is man enough not to let himself be diverted in any way from the path he has taken. He is not only an eminent scholar, but also a scientific character, a man of moral courage and of uncompromising single-mindedness." 51 Especially after Haeckel's combative announcement of a highly speculative common ancestor of all multicellular animals, many zoologists criticized his disregard for their values of skeptical empiricism, intellectual openness, and modesty. His speculation and dogmatism harked back to the Romantic era and ironically (and iconically) mirrored the religion he attacked. Worries about illustrations were part of this larger alarm, but shared interests tempered concern. Zoologists' best recruiting officer, Haeckel had stuck his neck out to defend morphology and promote Darwinism, which in some form the majority already accepted. As the newly independent discipline's most famous Ordinarius he was harder to ignore than the materialists, but a professor who publicly opposed him risked common causes as well as his own honor. An attack would fan the flames and allow greater enemies, including laypeople, to exploit divisions. Was it worth the risk-over illustrations that could easily be seen merely to exaggerate into identity a point about similarity that was not in dispute? 52 So in autumn 1874, on the eve of the publication of Haeckel's second set of "popular scientific lectures," fierce arguments over his character already raged. But though the illicitly repeated woodcuts had had to be removed from the Schöpfungsgeschichte, these
were not yet much of a public issue and he was not under enough pressure to alter other embryological illustrations. Close colleagues and distant supporters found nothing wrong, opponents hated so much else that their views could be dismissed, and those in the middle kept their heads down. How, then, did the charges take off?
"HEAVY ARTILLERY IN THE 'STRUGGLE FOR TRUTH'"
With the Anthropogenie, Haeckel made embryology the next great battleground over Darwinism and aligned the science's major disciplinary conflict with the Kulturkampf, the "struggle of civilizations" that Bismarck was fighting against the Catholic Church. Before Die Welträthsel ("The Riddles of the Universe," 1899), Haeckel's "generally intelligible" books, especially this one, were too hard and the runs too low to count as bestsellers. Thanks to the publicity generated by reviews in newspapers and magazines, they never- theless played a crucial role in mediating between the concerns of the academic audience Haeckel was attempting to win for evolutionary morphology and the wider culture of progress. Some scientists, including his closest ally, Gegenbaur, concentrated on securing appointments and cultivating new fields of research; he trained an important comparative anatomical school, and he and His started rival journals. But Haeckel pressured his opponents, and gave them the chance, to engage more publicly. So hostile scientists were goaded into denouncing his embryological illustrations in ways that lay critics could pick up.
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The Anthropogenie was a simplified embryology textbook-not the most gripping genre-dedicated to the mutual illumination of ontogeny and phylogeny and "sexed up"-not with sex but with politics. Presenting the science as a secret kept by priestlike specialists gave the dull and difficult material the allure of forbidden knowledge.
If, even today, we say that every human individual develops from a simple egg, most so-called "educated people" reply only with an incredulous smile; and if we show them the series of embryonic forms that arise from this human egg their doubt as a rule changes into defensive disgust. Most of the "educated" have no suspicion at all that these human embryos conceal a greater wealth of the most important truths and form a more abundant source of knowledge than is afforded by the whole mass of most other sciences and all so-called "revelations" put together.
Making embryos decisive evidence for a worldview, Haeckel politicized a standard medical complaint about ignorance. The resigned "We shall never know" of the physiologist du Bois-Reymond played into the hands of the "black," or Roman Catholic, "international." Virchow had coined the term "Kulturkampf," and other liberals followed Bismarck in this campaign of state anti-Catholic discrimination that in the mid 1870s entered its most repressive phase. Church property was seized and the army clashed with resisting crowds; Haeckel enjoyed seeing bishops and Jesuits in prison or exile. And in his holy war between "intellectual freedom and truth, reason and culture, development and progress," on one side, and "intellectual servitude and falsehood, unreason and barbarism, superstition and retrogression," on the other, "embryology [Entwickelungsgeschichte] is the heavy artillery in the 'struggle for truth.'" The attempts of the "church militant" to damn "the naked facts of human germ history" as "'diabolical inventions of materialism'" best testified to ontogeny's power. 54 Illustrations were so crucial that Haeckel shifted to the leading zoological publisher and friend of the Jena Darwinists, Wilhelm Engelmann of Leipzig, in order to borrow most of the 210 wood engravings from his textbooks, especially Kölliker's. 55 Haeckel added a few originals and a dozen plates, including an uncompromising frontispiece on the development of the face and a double comparative embryological lithograph with a much enlarged grid (Figure 12 ). Gegenbaur found the book "in plan and execution equally excellent." Another professorial comrade, the anatomist Carl Hasse of Breslau (now Wrocław), told Haeckel: "The large number of schematic figures gave me real pleasure, all the more because I know from my own experience the high pedagogical value of similar ones drafted by me for my lectures." But, aware that Haeckel had burnt his fingers before, Hasse and the sober, publicity-shunning Gegenbaur warned him privately about illustrations they saw as crude, inaccurate, needing labeling as schematic, or unnecessarily provocative. Writing from Heidelberg, where he had just taken over the anatomical institute, Gegenbaur told his "dearest friend, . . . I'll talk to you about the woodcuts at our next meeting. For the 2nd edition you really must change a good many." Haeckel sought further advice and would act on some of it, but Hasse and Gegenbaur mostly highlighted different figures and let pass several that critics would target, including the double embryo plate. What would cause trouble, and how much, was not decided until the public debate.
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Publication was a big event, much larger than if the Reimers had accepted Haeckel's commercially naive plan to tack an extra volume on embryology onto the Schöpfungsge-schichte. Engelmann got an essentially unchanged second edition of the Anthropogenie under the press before the first was even out. This made a total run of 4,500-large for such a difficult work-and the liberal publicity machine amplified the message further. In the Illustrirte Zeitung Zacharias concluded that "if a person wishes to take a step towards self-knowledge, he must study comparative embryology." The paper, which claimed that its wood engravings drove cultural progress, reproduced Haeckel's grids. 57 The book's lay reception was fraught, however, also among friends, mainly because, although it claimed to be generally intelligible, even physicians could find it hard going. Having planned himself to write a review for Ausland, Hellwald, a soldier turned editor, had to let Zacharias, a private tutor turned editor, do this one as well. A long, early, positive review in a Bremen newspaper admitted that, "numerous illustrations" notwithstanding, the book "still needs to be studied more than read." 58 Professors often misjudged audiences beyond the lecture hall, and Haeckel was constrained by his wish to be read by colleagues and students too. Seeing the book do better among scientists, he doubted that embryology would ever become popular. But while he regarded the science as inherently dry and hard, a review "from the lay perspective" in the Allgemeine Zeitung portrayed him as constructing ignorance by his own insistence on esoteric material and exclusive jargon; mimicking the Church in wanting ignorant recruits, Haeckel intoned a fashionable dogma that party members must parrot. As a way out, the reviewer suggested that less expert readers play hostile scientists off against him. After all, even the black arts of Darwinist propaganda could not entirely bury "specialist reservations about, objections to, and refutations of the infallibility of the pronouncements of the masters." 59 Enter His, whose work Haeckel had assigned to "the lowest level in the literature of embryology." Struggling to promote the mechanical views buried in his chick monograph, His used Haeckel's success to press his case more widely. Letters to his physiologist nephew, published in early 1875 as Unsere Körperform und das physiologische Problem ihrer Entstehung ("The Form of Our Body and the Physiological Problem of Its Genesis"), are a finely wrought dagger beside Haeckel's makeshift blunderbuss, visually unifiedthe second letter-surely meaning to refer to figure 42 (which is original, while figure 41 is from Kölliker)-"and is presumably supposed to be only a schema, but you have not indicated this, so that readers could believe it be observed. In addition the woodcut looks very crude. Fig. 83 presents the brain shaped like a Liebig fivebulb apparatus and a mammalian brain never looks like that." Gegenbaur also queried figure 122 and the general crudity of the new wood engravings compared to those from Kölliker. It was too late to act on this advice for the second edition, but Haeckel took some account of it for the third. His objected to figures 42 and 83, among others, but picked on a different aspect of figure 83 . 57 since money was apparently no object-with 140 (100 different) specially commissioned woodcuts. His did not need any particular degree of difference between embryos any more than, as he pointed out, Haeckel needed identity. But, committed to exact description as the basis for all embryological work, His invited readers to look at Haeckel's illustrations closely. He repeated and expanded Rütimeyer's criticisms of the embryo figures in the Schöpfungsgeschichte, thus putting these into wider circulation, and complained about Haeckel's treatment of his former colleague. Turning to the Anthropogenie, His maintained that those embryological illustrations not reprinted from unimpeachable sources were "in part highly unfaithful, in part nothing short of invented." He singled out three woodcuts of early human embryos and the comparative plate (Figure 12 ). Though the disputed points were esoteric, His appealed to accessible criteria of fair play: Haeckel could not claim that his figures were "schematic" when the text used them as proof of similarity. His showed how illustrations for nonspecialists could be exact and clear (Figure 13 ). He explained that he had drawn these "specific physiognomies" with a prism and shaded others after wax models laboriously reconstructed from serial sections. He insisted that the "differential diagnosis of embryos" must proceed by measurement, for the moment of drawings on card, and would eventually distinguish individuals. 60 60 Haeckel, Anthropogenie (cit. n. 12), pp. 52 (quotation), 161, 627-629; His, Unsere Körperform (cit. n. 19), pp. 168-171, 193, 201; Hopwood, "'Giving Body' to Embryos" (cit. n. 43); and Hopwood, "Producing Development" (cit. n. 1). Richardson and Keuck, "Question of Intent" (cit. n. 2), point out that His presented stages too advanced to clinch his case against Haeckel; as far as I know, this objection was not raised in the 1870s. At the urging of his nephew, Fritz Miescher, His was already planning his letters in the spring and summer before Working also to cultivate in young researchers appropriate attitudes toward research, His, a loyal citizen of Basel and professor at a competitor university, made an example of Haeckel. While his word games "fall to the criticism of any reasonable thinker," his tricks with pictures "can be seen through only by the special expert" and were particularly irresponsible given "the influence that he is able to exert on wide circles." His maintained a lofty tone but, amplifying Rütimeyer's comment about the researcher's duty, hit hard.
I myself grew up in the belief that among all qualifications of a scientist reliability and unconditional respect for the factual truth is the only one that we cannot manage without. Even today I am of the opinion that with the loss of this one qualification all the others pale, however brilliant they may be. Thus let others honor in Mr. Haeckel the active and daring party leader, in my judgment he has through the manner in which he has led the struggle himself relinquished the right to count as an equal in the company of serious researchers.
His aimed both to inspire the next generation to explain development physiologically and to show the dangers of conjuring up a finished worldview out of a few principles. Teachers had to smooth over gaps in knowledge, but researchers should not. In the face of everreceding goals they must rather learn "resignation," a form of scientific devotion Haeckel could hardly use. 61 Haeckel was finally forced to respond, but his polemical counterattack ignored the argument that he had used the illustrations as evidence and dealt with the denunciation as a side issue that His had despicably blown out of all proportion. The embryos His said he had "invented" were evolutionarily justified deductions, one of which a newly described human embryo even confirmed. Those His said he had copied tendentiously were schematics, such as von Baer had given and everyone used for teaching. "In all hand-and textbooks schematic figures . . . find the widest application, and when His accuses me as the most serious crime, that my schematic figures are invented, then this accusation applies to all of those in just the same way. All schematic figures are invented as such. . . . They all represent an ideal abstraction at the expense of the concrete facts which in the process are necessarily more or less distorted." Haeckel admitted now and then going "too far" in the use of schematic figures and regretted that some of the wood engravings had turned out "quite badly." But he insisted that from such "trivial" weaknesses nothing followed for his views. 62 This satisfied Haeckel's supporters. Though smaller, cheaper, more informal, and advertised as "an important work for owners of Haeckel's Anthropogenie," His's only book for a general-but, he more realistically admitted, scientifically educated-audience was much less widely reviewed. Haeckel's rebuttal saved his fans the trouble of seeking it out.
Such attacks could only confirm Haeckel in the rightness of his stand, and as long as scientific allies judged his defense successful he would not give any ground. He revised a few of the disputed figures for the third (1877) edition of the Anthropogenie, repeated his points about schematics and deductions, and let the comparative embryological plates stand. Fraud stopped being news, not because anyone was won over, but because other events eclipsed it. Haeckel, like a bull in the china shop where scientific leaders were trying to work out a relationship with the Prusso-German state, kept inciting new controversies that distracted attention from the old ones. So it is hard to assess the weight of the forgery charges in damaging his reputation; for many, some 1876 speculations over cellular memory were the last straw. In 1877 Virchow, himself cautious toward evolution, challenged Haeckel by insisting that science would be endangered if mere hypotheses were taught in school. At the same time, a major national shift to the right threw Darwinists onto the defensive against fears of socialism, such as Virchow also raised. With no new editions fueling controversy, the debate over Haeckel's pictures died down in the 1880s, though without achieving closure: it is a myth that he was tried and convicted of fraud. Different milieux sustained different views. 66 Specialist work greatly enriched comparative vertebrate embryology, giving Haeckel material with which to expand his illustrations but also challenging their framework deeply. In the early 1880s His reformed human embryology; the embryo Haeckel had used against him was reclassified as that of a bird and excluded from the "normal plate" with which he founded a more specialist field. On this model from 1897 the anatomist Franz Keibel edited Normal Plates of the Vertebrates, which effectively turned each of the columns in Haeckel's comparative plates into a complex monograph. Keibel was interested in the temporal displacements that prevented specialists from lining up embryos at the common stages implied by Haeckel's rows. Streamlined versions serve as "normal stages," labo-ratory standards in developmental biology today. Other biologists went beyond His's analytical mechanics as they recast embryology as an experimental science. 67 Meanwhile, by continuing to exploit the forgery charges, Haeckel's religious and scientific enemies, most prominently Hensen, forced him into an "Apologetic Afterword" to the fourth (1891) edition of the Anthropogenie. Haeckel developed his old lines of defense and excused himself, without really apologizing, for "the story of the three clichés." But discussion remained at a low level until, in the early twentieth century, the ideological struggle intensified, now especially for working-class readers, between freethinkers, in Haeckel's Monist League, and their right-wing Protestant rivals, in the Kepler League. In 1908 an antievolutionist Kepler League lecturer, Arnold Brass, accused Haeckel at a meeting of the anti-Semitic Christian Social Party of new forgeries in the published versions of major public lectures, and the league's publicity machine made the story big news. No research agenda was now at stake, but anatomists and zoologists, almost all of them committed to evolution, felt the threat of outside interference. A narrow majority of the imperial German full professors rallied round, lightly reproving Haeckel but censuring Brass and the Kepler League. Biologists remained divided, however, and Christian enemies continued to cast Haeckel as a forger. 68 Though specialist visual standards were in part a reaction against Haeckel's pictures, authoritative publications have accommodated both. Copied at first only into general biological books, not embryology texts other than new editions of the Anthropogenie, his comparative plates were eventually reproduced, sometimes redrawn more accurately, in works that kept comparative embryology alive after his program collapsed following World War I. Turning their backs on everything Haeckel represented, neither His-inspired human embryology nor developmental biology-from the 1960s experimental embryology's successor-cared much about comparing vertebrate embryos. They also failed to cultivate a memory of the controversies over illustrations that were nevertheless reproduced. Stephen Jay Gould's Ontogeny and Phylogeny (1977) did a great deal to rehabilitate Haeckelian topics and, significantly for a scientist sensitive to the power of evolutionary icons, avoided the pictures. 69 Historians of embryology treated image making as incidental, and specialist work on the controversies was too little known. The latest row broke out because in 1997 the new interest in evolution brought developmental biologists to look more closely at the illustrations that littered their textbooks like so much unexploded ordnance in the fields after a forgotten war. Creationists made sure it inflicted maximum damage when it went off. The lesson is not simply that those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. 70 To do justice to Haeckel's embryos, historical reflection needs to take seriously how meanings are made as pictures move between classroom teaching, research programs, and public debate.
DISCUSSION
Reconstructing the production of Haeckel's pictures of vertebrate embryos and their interpretation by authoritative readers between 1868 and 1877 explains how they were made innovative, controversial, and influential. Faced with visual resources inadequate to his comparative ambitions and determined to make an esoteric science attractive, Haeckel combined figures of species types to create unprecedentedly vivid illustrations for his provocative text. The double-developmental grid was not imported ready-made but built up in several steps from pairs of drawings. Haeckel pushed the limits of acceptable practice, but only in the cases of the three clichés did he undoubtedly, indefensibly, and, for his argument, unnecessarily sin against the standards of his day. Anatomists and zoologists were divided: the most expert and hostile objected straightaway, but only one of them in public, while among those at his own broadly competent level some even voiced praise. Although he was soon immensely controversial, forgery did not become a big issue for several years. Why was Haeckel accused-and of forgery and fraud rather than error? The failure to confirm the organic nature of Huxley's deep-sea slime, Bathybius haeckelii, was embarrassing, but its author's reputation was not dragged as far into the mud. 71 The reception of the Schöpfungsgeschichte gave Haeckel's contested character peculiar prominence in German Darwinism and ensured the presence of a host of enemies ready to exploit scientists' divisions. But though at least as tendentious, his evolutionary trees were not generally criticized as forgeries, only as excessively speculative and dogmatic. The repetition of the blocks would be widely used to discredit other pictures but does not seem to have had such a toxic effect in the first six years. In the later phases of intense controversy, too, inprint illustrations seem to have mattered more. Crucially, the trees were hypothetical, while the embryological illustrations (like the ape plate) claimed to communicate established facts that competent scientists could judge from readily available sources. For Haeckel, the figures merely illustrated views he had arrived at by other means, but his opponents saw him treat them as evidence-and tampering with visual evidence was widely understood as more heinous than any verbal sleight of hand. The Basel anatomists' attitudes and interests led them to raise the alarm, but Haeckel brought down trouble by intensifying the struggle for embryology and persisting with the same illustrative practices just as concern mounted over his approach. A dispute among scientists, in which the most prominent critics were committed to evolution and saw Haeckel's pictures as irrelevant to its validity, thus created the opportunity for a controversy that would be fought out most noisily between Darwinist freethinkers and their religious opponents.
The positions of supporters and critics of Haeckel's illustrations can be explained in terms of their competence and politics-disciplinary and religious, national and local. Cheered in the culture of progress and damned in the seminaries, his speculative scientism annoyed scientific leaders pushing for limits on research, or at least teaching, in exchange for autonomy within them. Can we also map divergent stances toward image making itself?
From the mid-nineteenth century, Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison have argued, an ideal of truth to nature, in which interference was permitted in order to represent types, was challenged by a "mechanical objectivity" in which scientists, seeking to discipline a newly unruly subjectivity, preached self-restraint and dared to depict only individuals. The HisHaeckel confrontation can then be interpreted as making this larger shift in regimes of representation explicit. Reacting against the empiricism of the 1840s and 1850s, Haeckel certainly drew types; His deployed a moderate mechanical objectivity against him; and Haeckel's riposte rejected this. But does the case also represent a general turning point in image-making practice? That in these very years His was promoting more complex and in part more mechanical methods of representing embryos certainly increased his own interest in challenging Haeckel, but though the critique used the new techniques it did not depend on them, any more than did those of Bischoff, Rütimeyer, and Agassiz. Mechanical objectivity made little difference to morphology; full mental participation in drawing as a means to understanding remained too central well into the twentieth century. As the category of "schematic" makes clear, any one scientist also drew in several distinct ways for different purposes and audiences. The distinctions have yet to be reconstructed in any detail, but the routines of undergraduate pedagogy were surely especially resistant to mechanical objectivity. Around 1900 a few anatomist-embryologists were so committed to representing only individuals that they even rejected the notion of "stage." But types, or characteristic individuals that stood for types, continued to dance through textbooks, across blackboards, and around display cases for decades to come. 72 Transported to new contexts of viewing and converted into fresh material forms, Haeckel's illustrations of vertebrate embryos remained in print to play a major role in promulgating embryological visions of pregnancy and the history of life on earth. The pictures survived into new editions because Haeckel could dismiss their critics as opposing Darwinism or even evolution, while other scientists either supported him or reckoned the cost of opposition too high. At first most viewing was of the illustrations in Haeckel's books-often, critics worried, at the expense of the text. How, it would be worth exploring, did groups who did not author reviews interpret them, and were any links made to other embryo politics, such as the antiabortion law of 1871 (there are none in the responses I have cited here)? But since most reviews lacked illustrations and Darwinism was by no means generally acceptable even by 1914, in some circles the pictures will have remained more read about than seen. 73 Soon most encounters were with reproductions. The wood engravings in the Illustrirte Zeitung and copies in more popular evolutionary works circulated in larger numbers than the originals; how did new contexts and physical forms affect meanings? By the mid-twentieth century, biology textbooks had taken over as their main home. How did the pictures last so long, and what were the effects on this stability of the (very different) controversies in 1908-1910 and since 1997? How did these icons come to seem too striking, significant, or standard to hide, too inaccurate, risqué, or boring to show?
Historical research can hardly expect to bridge the ideological chasm across which the recent controversy over Haeckel's illustrations has been fought out. But as well as unearthing and assessing evidence that all parties should take into account, it can show that if we only go beyond judging Haeckel to learn from the rich history of his plates, there are plenty of more productive questions to debate. Investigating further the fates of his pictures could help recover important dimensions of change since the 1870s. But the legitimacy of scientific images is still negotiated where didactic methods, research agendas, national politics, and science-religion disputes meet in media controversy. Paradoxically, it may be just as Haeckel's embryos are removed from textbooks that they have most to teach.
